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Salonia, and Cheryl Witmer, on behalf of
themselves and all other similarly
situated individuals,

JAMS Arbitration
Docket No.

Claimants,
V.

International Business Machines Corp.,
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DEMAND FORAEBITRATION
Steven Estle, IVtargaret Ahlders, Lance Salonia and Cheryl Witmer, on
behalf of themselves and all other similarly situated individuals, complain
against International Business M. achines Corporation as follows:
Introduction

1.

Claimants challenge IB]V['s systematic replacement of its

employees age 40 and over with much younger workers. In an effort to
rebrand its image and shift its recruiting focus to "Millennials, " or people
born between 1980 and 1996, IBM has spent the last several years carrying

out a company-wide scheme of discharging its older workers through group

terminations, known at IBM as "Resource Actions, " in violation of the Age

Discrimination in Employment Act (ADEA), 29 U. S. C. § 621 et seq.
2.

IBM devised and implemented company-wide policies and

practices to effectuate its discriminatory scheme to replace older workers

with younger workers, including: (a) directing its managers to lower
performance evaluation scores for older workers in order to provide a basis on
which to select those workers for termination via Resource Actions; (b)

exempting or protecting from layoff "early professionals" and recent college
graduates, who are much younger than the average JEM. employee; and (c)
taking affirmative steps to keep their workforce and the public in the dark

about their discriniinatory practices, including falsely classifying forced
terminations as retireinents and violating company policy by failing to
respond to internal age discrimination complaints.

3.

In an effort to cover up the adverse impact of its massive layoffs

on older workers and insulate its actions from legal challenge, IBM ended its
longstanding practice, dating back to 2001, of providing employees age 40 or

older who were chosen for layoffs with comparator information about the ages
and job titles of other employees in the affected job units and whether they
were chosen for layoff. The disclosure of this coniparator information is

required by the Older Workers Benefit Protection Act (OWBPA) aniendments
to the ADEA as a pre-requisite for obtaining a valid release of any right or
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claim under the ADEA. IBM made a company-wide decision to violate the

OWBPA by extracting from the laid-off employees waivers of their express
right to proceed collectively under the ADEA without providing the
comparator information mandated by the OWBPA.
4.

IBM'S plan to replace its older employees with much younger

ones has been successful. Over the past six years, IBM discharged more than
20, 000 workers who were age 40 or older and who worked at facilities in the
United States.

This ongoing, conipany-wide campaign to target and

discharge older workers demonstrates that discrimination against older
workers has been and is the company-wide standard operating procedure the regular, rather than the unusual practice - at IBM.

5.

Claimants are all former, long-time IBM employees who were age

40 or older when they were terminated through Resource Actions.
6.

On behalf of themselves and others similarly situated, Claimants

seek declaratory, injunctive, equitable, and monetary relief, including their
lost wages, doubled because of the willful nature of IBM'S age discriraination.
Initially, Claimants seek conditional certification of their claims and issuance
of notice to all other similarly situated individuals.

Parties

7.

Claimant Steven Estle is a citizen of the United States and is a

resident of Lafayette, Colorado. He worked for IB1VE for 34 years until he was
terniinated in May 2016 at age 56.
8.

Claimant Margaret Ahlders is a citizen of the United States and

is a resident of Loveland, Colorado. She worked for IBM for 33 years until
she was terminated in May 2016 at age 56.
9.

Claimant Lance Salonia is a citizen of the United States and is a

resident of Washington, District of Columbia. He worked for IBM for 10
years until he was terminated in May 2016 at age 56.
10.

Claimant Cheryl Witmer is a citizen of the United States and is a

resident of 10310 Eastview Street, Firestone, Colorado. She worked for IBM
for 34 years, until she was terminated in May 2016 at age 57.
11.

Because Claimants were all over age 40 when they were

terminated from their employment by IB]V[, they are all protected by the
ADEA against age discrimination by IBM.
12.

Respondent IBM is a New York corporation with its principal

place of business in Armonk, New York. IBM provides technology services
and equipment, including computing, cloud services, software, hardware, and
analytics, to customers around the world. IBM. employs approximately

400, 000 employees and ranks number 34 on the 2018 Fortune 500 rankings
of the largest United States corporations by total revenue.
Jurisdiction and Enforceability of the Collective Action Waiver
13.

This action arises under the ADEA, 29 U. S. C. § 621 et seq.

Jurisdiction is proper in JAMS arbitration because each Claimant and each
similarly situated IBM; employee executed a Resource Action Separation

Agreement ("Separation Agreement") that contains an arbitration clause
appointing JAMS as the arbitral forum for the resolution of any legal claims
between Claimants and IBM under the ADEA, aside from claims involving
the enforceability of the class and collection action waiver. See Attachments 6
and 7 to Resource Action Separation Agreement, attached as Exhibit 1.
14.

Claimants bring their claims collectively because they and all

others similarly situated were terminated under the same discriminatory
policies and practices, because they have a right under the ADEA to initiate
or join a collective action with others similarly situated, and because the

waiver of that right in the Separation Agreenient was not "knowing and
voluntary" under the OWBPA and is therefore invalid and unenforceable.
15.

Because the Separation Agreement requires that challenges to

the enforceability of the class and collective action waiver be adjudicated by a
court, see Ex. 1 at 30, T[5, Claimants have also filed a complaint in the United
States District Court for the Southern District of New York, White Plains
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Courthouse, seeking a declaration that the Agreement's collective action
waiver is invalid and unenforceable ("Court Action"). If the Court Action is
successful, Claimants are prepared to pursue their age discrimination claims
collectively in arbitration.
16.

As set forth in the Court Action, as part of its systematic use of

layoffs to disproportionately eliminate its older workers, IBM induced its

laid-off employees to sign the Separation Agreement, which required them to
waive their right under the ADEA to proceed collectively in court or in
arbitration.

17.

However, in executing the Agreement with Claimants and all

other similarly situated individuals, IBM failed to comply with the OWBPA,
which provides that employees subjected to a group termination may not

validly waive "any right or claim" under the ADEA unless their employer
provides them critical information needed to determine whether they and

their co-workers have been discriminated against because of their age: the
ages and job titles of everyone in their unit who lost their job, and everyone

in their unit who was spared (the "comparator information").

As such, the

Agreement's collective and multi-party action waiver is invalid and

unenforceable, and Claimants retain their right under the ADEA to proceed
collectively.

Exhaustion of Remedies
18.

On November 10, 2016, Mr. Estle filed a class-based charge of

discrimination with the EEOC alleging that IBM terminated him because of

his age. In the charge, he alleged that "[t]his occurred to many others. " A
copy of the charge is attached as Exhibit 2.

19.

On December 16, 2016, Ms. Ahlders filed a class-based charge of

discrimination with the EEOC, alleging that she was discriminatorily

terminated from my position ... on the basis of my age. " In the charge, she
included a section labeled "Collective Action (ADEA), " which stated, "I believe
that the discrimination I experienced at IBM is part of a company, region,
division or business unit, and/or nationwide pattern or practice of
discrimination by IBM against older employees as a class in their
termination policies.... " A copy of the charge is attached as Exhibit 3.
20.

On November 11, 2016, Mr. Salonia filed a class-based charge of

discrimination with the EEOC, in which he alleged that he was terminated

because he was "over the age of 40" and that "Many" other employees over
40 "are being terminated and are not being hired.

A copy of the charge is

attached as Exhibit 4.

21.

On November 8, 2016, Ms. Witmer filed a class-based charge of

discrimination with the EEOC, in which she alleged that she was terminated

because of her age. In the charge, she alleged that "[tjhis occurred to many
others. " A copy of the charge is attached as Exhibit 5.
22.

In a letter to the EEOC dated April 10, 2018, Claimants Estle,

Salonia, and Witmer, along with several other similarly situated former IBM
employees, reaffirmed the class-based nature of their charges of age

discrimination. The letter alerted the EEOC that the actions taken by IBM in
recent years, as experienced by these employees and corroborated by

numerous media reports, "suggest a pattern of age discrimination practices
spanning multiple IBM organizations and geographical locations. These
practices appear to be conceived and orchestrated by IBM executive
management to 'correct seniority mix. '" A copy of the letter is attached as
Exhibit 6.
23.

Claimants' charges with the EEOC are pending and have been

under investigation by the EEOC for more than 60 days.
Factual Background

A.

IBM'S Company-Wide Bias against Older Workers
24.

For years, as part of an effort to refocus its hiring and marketing

strategies to appeal to a younger, "Millennial" audience, IBM has engaged in
a pattern and practice of systematically using company-wide criteria and
procedures designed to get rid of older workers in large-scale layoffs to make

room for younger workers. This effort to "correct [the] seniority mix" at the
company, as it was described in a presentation to Diane Gherson, IBM'S
Senior Vice President of Human Resources, and James Kavanaugh, now
IBM'S Chief Financial Officer, was the culmination of years of review and
discussion within the company that stereotyped older workers as rigid and
unreceptive to new technology while praising "Millennial" employees as
innovative.

25.

For example, in 2006, IBM'S internal analysis of its employee

demographics described older workers as "gray hairs" and "old heads. " This
analysis, which was conducted by one of the company's consulting
departments, concluded that younger workers are generally much more
innovative and receptive to technology than baby boomers, " and that

therefore transforming the company's "organizational technology" to focus on
younger workers "can yield substantial and permanent increinental
capabilities and increases in productivity. "1
26.

IBM amplified its policy of preferring younger workers, to the

detriment of its older employees, in later years. In 2014, new IBM Chief
Executive Officer Virginia "Ginni" Rometty conducted a major overhaul of the
company to focus more on CAMS, an acronym for Cloud-Analytics-Mobile -

SeeTheMaturingWorkforce:InnovationinWorkforceEnablement(2006),https://assets.documentcloud.org/
documents/4414883/Maturing-Workforce-feusO1291-1 .pdf.

Security & Social Media. A presentation, titled "CAMS are Driven By
Millennial Traits, was made at a 2014 IBM event in New York. The slides in
that presentation claimed that Millennials typically exhibit desirable work
attributes, like placing trust in data and reaching decisions through
collaboration and consensus, while individuals over 50 typically exhibit

undesirable work attributes, like being "more dubious" of analytics, placing
"less stock in data, " and being less "motivated to consult their colleagues to
get buy in. The IBM. slides concluded that It s Baby Boomers who are the
outliers. "2

27.

During that same event, titled "Reinvention in the Age of the

Millennial, IBM. personnel discussed ways the company could better
embrace the Millennial IVIindset. "3 At around the same time, IBM launched a
company-sponsored blog called "The Millennial Experience" and a social
media campaign using the Twitter hashtag, #IBMillennial.

It also created

"Millennial Corps, " a network of young employees who would be consulted by
IBM senior leadership about business decisions.

2 Gosselin,"Cutting'OldHeads'atIBM," ProPublica;seealso"MarketingandtheMillennialMindset"-An
Interview with IBM'S Samantha Klein, The Marketing Journal (June 3, 2016), available at

http://www.marketmgjoumal. org/marketmg-and-the-millennial-mmdset-an-interview-with-ibms-samantha-klem/
("The secretto capfairingthe hearts, minds, and most importantly, wallets ofthe millemual generationis likely
workingwithyou. Your millennial employees are your most valuable and accessibleassetwhenit comes to
successfully marketing your business to the millennial generation. ").

See, e.g.,KristaSande-Kerback,"Reinventionm theAgeoftheMillennial," IBMcai.com(Dec. 16, 2014,
availableat https://ibmcai.com/2014/12/16/remvention-m-the-age-of-the-millemual(last visited Mar. 12, 2019).
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28.

In 2015 and 2016, IBM doubled down on its efforts to replace its

long-tenured, older employees with the younger Millennials it sought to
recruit. IBM made presentations to senior IBM executives calling for them to
evaluate long-term employees more harshly, to use those negative
evaluations to justify selecting long-term employees for group terminations,
and to replace more experienced employees with "EPs"- IBM management
short-hand for "early professionals. "4
29.

As one news article touting IBM'S Millennial-focused approach

explained, "[t]he idea" behind IBM "pushing for 'early professional hiring'
(EPH)" was "to bring in as much young talent into the workforce with every
given opportunity. " A Vice President at IBM defined "early professionals" as
engineers with "two or three years' experience" or consultants with "one or
two years' experience,

who would then be fast forwarded to high level

positions.5
30.

Presentations prepared in 2015 and 2016 for executives in the

part of the company where Claimant Ahlders was employed included plans
for IBM to adopt an "aggressive performance inanagement posture" and
double the share of employees given negative evaluations, to use those

SeeCutting 'Old Heads' at IBM (Mar. 22, 2018), https://feahu-es. propublica. org/ibin/ibm-age-discriminationamerican-workers/.

IBM NewTeam to Focus on Millennials, Business Standard (May 31, 2016), https://www. businessstandard.com/article/companies/ibm-s-new-team-to-focus-on-milleruuals-l16053000677_l.html (last visitedMarch
22, 2019).
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negative evaluations to select 3, 000 employees for group terminations, and to
replace the majority of those laid off with "early professionals."

31.

Likewise, a presentation prepared for executives in the part of

the company where Claimant Witmer was employed included plans for "an
influx of EPs" to "correct" the company's "seniority mix. " This presentation
also called for a more "aggressive performance management approach" to
facilitate a reduction of 2, 500 employees. IBM'S Human Resources Vice
President Diane Gherson and IBM'S current Chief Financial Officer James

Kavanaugh attended the presentation.

32.

A 2016 presentation prepared for IBM executives in the part of

the company where Claimant Estle was employed specifically called for

managers to exempt all "early professional hires" from layoffs, regardless of
performance. Long-term and generally much older employees were provided
no such exemption.
B. IBM Targets Older Workers for "Resource Actions"
33.

In the past six years alone, IBM has eliminated more than 20, 000

American employees age 40 and over.
34.

IBM targeted older workers for group layoffs known as "Resource

Actions. " At the same time, it favored disproportionately younger groups of
workers, such as early professionals

and recent college graduates, by

classifying them as exempt (or protecting them in whole or in part) from
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termination through Resource Actions. Thus, IBM skewed the pool of
employees vulnerable to termination in Resource Actions heavily toward
employees with long careers and a long tenure at the company, who were
typically at least 40 years old and who were disproportionally older than the
average employee.
35.

In the run-up to Resource Actions, IBM'S policy and practice was

to direct its first-line managers to engage in more "aggressive performance
management" of Claimants and other similarly situated older employees by
issuing them lower annual performance evaluations. Under IB]V['s
performance evaluation system, workers receive a score of 1, 2+, 2, 3, or 4
from their first line manager, with 1 being the highest score and 4 being the

lowest. A 2 was considered a solid score (and a "2+" a great score), while a 3
meant that the employee's performance needed improvement. IBM directed

first-line managers to reduce the number of Is and 2+s given to employees
and to rate the performance of more employees with scores of 3 and 4. As part
of its company-wide discriminatory policies and practices, IBM then relied on
these lower scores as pretext for selecting older workers for layoff in Resource
Actions.

36.

IBM created a centralized system for ensuring that Resource

Actions disproportionally removed its older workers. For each Resource
Action, first-line managers were notified of the percentage of employees in
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their division who had to be terminated and were asked to recommend

candidates for removal, based in part on the low performance evaluations the
first line manager had already given at the direction of higher level
executives. The first line managers' recommendations for layoffs were

ultimately reviewed and approved or denied by a central decision-making
unit made up of IBM'S Human Resources and Legal departments. This
central decision-making unit regularly considered employees' ages and
proximity to retirement eligibility in making final Resource Action decisions.
37.

IBM has successfully used its discriminatory policies and

practices to engineer its Resource Actions to get rid of older workers to make
room for much younger workers. It has achieved its company-wide goal of

correcting the "seniority mix" of its workforce to produce a much younger one.
IBM'S layoffs since 2014 have disproportionately eliminated workers who
were age 40 and older and increased the percentage of the younger Millennial
workers that it coveted.

C.

IBM Covers Up the Discriminatory Effect of Its Layoffs by No Longer
Providing the Legally Mandated Comparator Information
38.

When Claimants and other similarly situated employees were

terminated from their jobs because of their age, IBM extracted waivers from
them of their right to proceed collectively in any court action or arbitration
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under the ADEA as a condition of receiving any severance benefits, including
continuation of health-care coverage and career counseling.
39.

The OWBPA strictly prohibits waivers by employees of "any right

or claim" under the ADEA unless the employer provides the mandated
comparator information necessary to knowingly evaluate their potential
ADEA claim that they and their co-workers were selected for the group layoff
because of their age. And, unlike the vast majority of federal employnient
statutes, such as Title VII, the ADA, and the NLRA, the text of the ADEA
incorporates the "right" of aggrieved employees to start or join a collective
action.

40.

Dating back to 2001, IBM consistently provided the OWBPA

comparator information when seeking waivers from workers laid off as a
group. See, e. g., Syverson v. International Business'Machines Corp., 461 F. 3d

1147, (9th Cir. 2006) (amended January 3, 2007) (noting that in a 2001
group layoff IBM. asked for a waiver and "issued each selected employee a
lengthy document . . . which details the job titles, ages, and numbers of those
employees selected and those not selected for termination from various IBM
divisions").
41.

In 2014, however, IBM abruptly made a company-wide change: it

stopped providing the OWBPA comparator information to employees it laid
off in Resource Actions. This change prevented its employees from
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discovering compelling evidence that IBM was engaged in a pattern and
practice of systematically firing older workers through Resource Actions,

while giving favorable treatment to "early professionals" and its younger
Millennial employees.
42.

At the same time it stopped providing the comparator

information, IBM changed its standard separation agreenient to modify the
waiver of ADEA claims so that it would apply only to the right to pursue or
participate in ADEA claims in a collective action or as part of a multiparty"
group either in court or in arbitration.

43.

Instead of benefiting from the economies achieved by pursing

their ADEA claims together, IBM. required that the workers pursue any
claims alleging age discrimination individually, burdening each of them with
the cost of challenging the same discriminatory practices in secret
arbitrations separate from each other.
44.

Because IB]V[ did not provide the comparator information

mandated by the OWBPA to the Claimants and other employees it has
terminated through Resource Actions from 2014 to the present, the waivers
extracted by IBM of the right to pursue or participate in collective actions
under the ADEA are invalid and unenforceable.
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Allegations of Named Claimants
45.

The Claimants to this action, as well as thousands of similarly

situated employees, were swept up in IBM'S systemic practice of eliminating
older workers from its workforce in favor of much younger workers.
A.

Steven Estle

46.

Claimant Steven Estle worked for IB]V[ for 34 years, most

recently as a Project Manager in its Global Technology Services unit, working
on the North American Recovery Plan project.
47.

Mr. Estle consistently met or exceeded job expectations. For

instance, in the evaluations he received from 2005 through 2013, he usually
received a score of either a 1 or a2+on his annual evaluations, the two
highest scores possible.
48.

Mr. Estle also received glowing comments from supervisors. For

example, in 2012, Mr. Estle received a score of2+ on his evaluation, and his
supervisor noted that Mr. Estle was a "key contributor, " that he had a

"wealth of critical situation management knowledge, " and that he "know[s]

the right questions to ask" and how to "getD the right people engaged to
resolve any number of issues as quickly and efficiently as possible. " The
supervisor noted that Mr. Estle had been recognized multiple times

throughout the year "for his commitment to quality and ability to follow
things through to completion."
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49.

But in the evaluations he received from 2014 through 2016, Mr.

Estle received scores of just 2 on his annual evaluations, the first tinie he had
received three 2s in a row since IBM began using the numerical forniat on his
annual evaluations in 2005.

50.

IBM notified Mr. Estle at the end of February 2016 that it would

terminate him as part of a Resource Action in his unit, effective May 2016
IBM terminated sixteen other employees under the same manager at the
same time.

51.

Shortly afterwards, on March 2, 2016, Mr. Estle received a letter

from his first line manager, Pam Doepke, informing him that his employment
at IBM "will end May 31, 2016, unless you are offered and accept a new
position within IB1VI before that date."
52.

Mr. Estle applied for an open position in another IBM

department. The hiring manager expressed interest in hiring Mr. Estle as
soon as possible, but soon informed Mr. Estle that he was blocked by IBM'S
system from doing so. "Steve, unfortunately it is still in limbo, " the manager
wrote him in an email. "We were given approval to move forward but a day
later we were again told to hold."
53.

IBM falsely classified Mx. Estle's forced termination as a

retirement. To further this scheme to misclassify Mr. Estle's termination,
IBM CEO Ginni Rometty sent Mr. Estle a letter on May 31, 2016, stating, "I
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wanted to take this opportunity to wish you well on your retirement at IBM.
Your dedication and contributions over the years helped establish IBM as one
of the most successful and respected companies in the world.'
54.

B.

Mr. Estle was age 56 when IBM terminated hini.

Margaret Ahlders
55.

Claimant Margaret Ahlders worked for IBM; for 33 years, most

recently as a New Product IVtanager in IBM'S Transformation and Operations
unit, which produced and managed software.
56.

Ms. Ahlders consistently met or exceeded job expectations. She

generally received grades of 2 or 2+ in her annual evaluations.
57.

In January 2016, for the first time in her career, Ms. Ahlders

received a score of 3 on her annual evaluation.
58.

Ms. Ahlders was notified in March of 2016 that she would be

terminated as part of a larger Resource Action in her unit. Her last day of
work was April 29, 2016.
59.

Ms. Ahlders was 56 when IBM terminated her.

60.

IBM falsely classified Ms. Ahlders's termination as a retirement.

To further this scheme to misclassify Ms. Ahlders's termination, IBM CEO
Ginni Rometty sent Ms. Ahlders a letter on May 31, 2016, stating, "I wanted
to take this opportunity to wish you well on your retirement at IBM. Your
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dedication and contributions over the years helped establish IBM as one of
the most successful and respected companies in the world."
61.

Earlier in her career, Ms. Ahlders had been a Team Leader in

IBM'S Product Introduction Department. But in her final years at IBM, she
was demoted to the role of Data Enabler, despite her consistently positive
performance evaluations in more demanding positions.
62.

Ms. Ahlders inquired about taking on more demanding work or

applying for more advanced positions. Each time, her first line manager,

Sharon Nichols, refused, providing only vague justifications but stating
definitively that IBM would no longer consider Ms. Ahlders for any position
other than that of a Data Enabler. Many younger employees were allowed the
opportunity to move to more demanding work and positions.
63.

In her final year at IBM, Ms. Ahlders reported this unfair,

discriminatory treatment to M. S. Nichols, to her second-line manager, Carol
Bruce, and to IBJVE's Human Resources department, but none of them
addressed the problems she raised. Ms. Ahlders then reported the problems
three times under IBM'S "Speak Up" program. The second and third time, she

specifically requested a written response. In violation of IBM'S "Speak Up"
policy, which requires a written response to "Speak Up" reports whenever one
is requested, no one at IBM responded to Ms. Ahlders's reports.
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C.

Lance Salonia
64.

Claimant Lance Salonia worked for IBM for 10 years, niost

recently as an IT Specialist in the Banking and Financial Markets division of
IBM s Applications Innovation unit.

65.

Mr. Salonia consistently met or exceeded job expectations,

generally receiving scores of 2 on his annual performance evaluations.
66.

During his time at IBM, Mr. Salonia heard derogatory comments

about his seniority or age from superiors who were younger than him.
67.

In January 2014 and again in January 2015, M-r. Salonia's first

line manager, Douglas Stevenson, gave him a score of 3 on his annual
performance evaluations, the first 3s M^r. Salonia had received in his career.
Mr. Stevenson gave Mr. Salonia 3s even though he had received glowing
written comments from the direct supervisor on his project whom he worked
with daily, and whose input first line managers were supposed to rely on
during annual evaluations.
68.

When Mr. Salonia asked for the reason behind the 3 grade in

2015, Mr. Stevenson claimed it was based on Mr. Salonia s failure to bring in
any new business. Mr. Salonia pointed out that IBM. s explanation for the 3
was contradicted by IBM'S own job description for him, but Mr. Stevenson

told him that because he was "senior" enough, IBM expected him to bring in
new business even if it was not included in his job description.
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69.

In January 2015, Mr. Salonia was selected for a Resource Action

in his unit, and told that he would be terminated in February 2015. At the
time, Mr. Salonia was assigned to a project in the Banking and Financial
Markets division but was still an employee of IBM'S Federal Sector Division,
which had placed him on the Resource Action List.
70.

Upon learning that ]Vtr. Salonia had been selected for a Resource

Action, the IBM partners managing his project contacted the Banking and
Financial Markets Division leadership to ask that they arrange with the
leadership of the Federal Sector for an extension of Mr. Salonia's teruaination
date because his work was integral to winning additional years of work on
the contract with the client. Mr. Salonia was eventually removed from the
2015 Resource Action.

71.

Mr. Salonia was again notified at the end of February 2016 that

he would be terminated as part of a Resource Action in his unit, effective May
2016.
72.

Shortly afterwards, on M.arch 2, 2016, M.r. Salonia received a

letter from his first line manager informing him that his employment at IBM.
"will end May 31, 2016, unless you are offered and accept a new position
within IBM before that date "
73.

When Mr. Salonia questioned his first line manager about his

selection for termination as part of the Resource Action and declared that
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given the circumstances it was obvious that it was because of his age, his first
line manager answered, "absolutely."

74.

After Mr. Salonia was selected for termination, he applied for

several new positions at IBM, but he was told that he could not apply to open
positions in his division. Additionally, when a manager in the Federal Sector
Division where Mr. Salonia used to work saw Mr. Salonia's resume and

expressed interest in utilizing him on a project with the Department of
Justice, M.r. Salonia s second line manager, Jean M. arc Dube, told Mr. Salonia

that he could not be rehired because of the "rules in play, " that extending his
date of termination would not help, and that HR had a "no exceptions" rule.
75.

IBM. falsely classified Mr. Salonia s forced termination as a

retirement. To further this scheme to misclassify Mr. Salonia's termination,

IBM CEO Ginni Rometty sent Mr. Salonia a letter on May 31, 2016, stating,
"I wanted to take this opportunity to wish you well on your retirement at
IBM. Your dedication and contributions over the years helped establish IBM
as one of the most successful and respected companies in the world."
76.

D.

Mr. Salonia was 56 when IBM terminated him.

Cheryl Witmer
77.

Claimant Cheryl Witmer worked for IBM. for 34 years, most

recently as a Business Analyst in IBIVI s Cloud Business unit.
78.

Ms. Witmer consistently met or exceeded job expectations,
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generally receiving scores of 2+ or 1 on her annual performance evaluations.
79.

In January 2016, Ms. Witmer's first line manager, Dawn Stacy,

gave her a 3 on her annual performance evaluation, the first 3 that M. S.
Witmer had received in her career. Ms. Witmer had not received any

indication in the year leading up to that evaluation, including during her
mid-year evaluation with Ms. Stacy in September 2015, that her performance

was not meeting expectations. To the contrary, she had received regular
positive feedback from her team leader, whom she worked with daily, and
whose input first line managers were supposed to rely on during annual
evaluations.
80.

Ms. Witmer was notified in March of 2016 that she would be

terminated as part of a broader Resource Action in her unit, effective May of
2016.

81.

Ms. Witmer worked closely with a younger employee who would

often fail to show up to nieetings and complete his work on time. That
employee was not selected for the Resource Action.
82.

Ms. Witmer knew from her experience as a manager at IBM that

it would be futile to apply for other jobs at IBM because, if a manager wanted
to hire an employee that had been selected for a Resource Action, they first
were required to seek permission from the Vice President of the employee's
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group. In Ms. Witmers experience, such requests were rarely, if ever,
granted.
83.

IBM falsely classified Ms. Witmer s termination as a retirement.

To further this scheme to misclassify Ms. Witmer's termination, IBM CEO
Ginni Rometty sent Ms. Witmer a letter on May 31, 2016, stating, "I wanted
to take this opportunity to wish you well on your retirement at IBM. Your
dedication and contributions over the years helped establish IBM as one of
the most successful and respected companies in the world."
84.

Ms. Witmer was 57 when IBM. terminated her.

Collective Action Allegations
85.

Claimants repeat all the allegations above.

86.

By systematically targeting older workers for discharge through

the company-wide practice of involuntary layoffs, or Resource Actions, IBM

intentionally discriminated against Claimants and all other similarly
situated individuals on the basis of their age, in violation of the ADEA.

87.

Moreover, IBM intentionally suspended its longstanding practice,

required by law, of providing comparator information to employees

terminated in group layoffs while extracting waivers of their express right
under the ADEA to pursue their claims under the ADEA collectively. IBM
changed its disclosure practice to cover up its illegal policies and practices
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targeting older employees disproportionately for termination through
massive layoffs.
88.

IBM'S discriminatory practices described above have denied older

workers continued employment with the company, as well as the benefits of

that employment. This denial has resulted in loss of past and future wages
and other job benefits to the Claimants and others similarly situated.

89.

Claimants seek to bring a collective action challenging their

layoffs as the result of age discriniination in violation of the ADEA on behalf
of themselves and others similarly situated who:
a. were employed by IB1VI at any time between January 1, 2014 and
the present;

b were terminated by IBM as part of a group termination when they
were age 40 or older;
c. executed releases waiving their right to bring or join a collective
action against IBM for age discrimination under the ADEA; and
d. who consent to join this arbitration.

LEGAL CLAIM
(Violation of 29 U. S. C. §§ 216(b), 626(b)-Age Discrimmation
Claimants on behalf of themselves and aU similarly situated older workers)
90.

Claimants repeat the allegations above.
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91.

This claim is brought on behalf of Claimants and all other

similarly situated older workers.

92.

As described more fully in Paragraphs 1-89, IBM engaged in a

pattern and practice of age discrimination against Claimants and all other
similarly situated older workers.

93.

In furtherance of a corporate initiative to disproportionally

reduce its population of older employees in order to allow for more hiring of
younger, millennial workers, IBM targeted Claimants and similarly situated

older workers for group terminations through Resource Actions. Aniong
other things, IBM targeted these older workers for termination in Resource
Actions by intentionally lowering their performance evaluations. At the same

time, it exempted and protected certain categories of disproportionately
younger workers, such as "early professionals" and recent college graduates,
from Resource Actions.

94.

IBM; further sought to cover up its illegal age discrimination from

Claimants and all other similarly situated employees by implementing a

company-wide policy and practice of requesting a waiver of the right to bring
or join a collective action under the ADEA, despite its failure to provide the
comparator information mandated by the OWBPA.

WHEREFORE, Claimants request relief against Respondent as follows1
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(a)

Permit Claimants to notify members of the putative collective

action of their right to opt-in to this action under the ADEA, 29 U. S. C. §§

216(b), 626(b).

(b)

Enter declaratory relief that Respondent violated Claimants'

statutory civil rights to be free of age discrimination under the ADEA;

(c)

Enter injunctive relief ordering Respondent to comply with the

ADEA;
(d)

Award Claimants back pay for lost wages and benefits and

prejudgment interest thereon;

(e)

Award Claimants liquidated damages of double back pay;

(f)

Reinstate Claimants, or, in lieu thereof, award them front pay

for future lost wages and benefits;

(g)

Award Claimants full costs and reasonable attorneys' fees,

including full litigation expenses; and

(h)

Award such further relief as is deemed appropriate.
Respectfully subniitted,

Date: March 26, 2019

/s/
Jef e

il

oung

/s/
David G. Webbert
Carol J. Garvan
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/1(^

Max I. Brooks

Shelby H. Leighton
Johnson, Webbert & Young, LLP
160 Capitol Street, P. O. Box 79
Augusta, Maine 04332-0079
Tel: (207)623-5110
E-mail^ jyoung@work. law
E-mail: dwebbert@work. law

E-mal: cgarvan@work. law
E-mail: mbrooks@work. law

E-mail: sleighton@work. law
/s/ Jose h M. Sellers
Joseph M. Sellers
Shaylyn Cochran
Cohen Milstein Sellers & Toll PLLC
1100 New York Avenue, N.W. Suite 500
Washington, D. C. 20005

Tel: (202) 408-4600
E-mail: jsellers@cohenmilstein. com
E-mail: scochran@cohenmilstein. com

Attorneys for Claimants
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